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Brief Description 
179 

179 is a nephew of Arthur ASHWORTH and was an Executor of his will. 

At 2pm on the 22/09/2010 DSC Hungerford contacted! 179 i in relation to Arthur ASHWORTH. Asked if 
he had any of Ashworth property that police might be able to recover DNA from to compare with the crime scene. 
He stated that he had a list of the personal items and what happened to them. He also had a personal diary of 
Ashworth's from 2003 where he has written his daily activities in it. 

Stated that he recalled the murder of a male called Billy in Mosman who was a friend of Arthur Ashworth. He had 
called Arthur about the death and he was very upset. 

After the murder it was suspected that Arthur was a Homosexual Male however it was never talked about or 
confirmed. 

Arthur was not close to the rest of the family. No fighting just not movng in the same circles. 

In the 1990's Arthur was still moving around alright however at some stage had heart probelms. 

155 

was from the Philippians 
Also worked part time as a nurse at The Garrison. 
Was the main Beneficiary of Arthurs Will. 
Good friend of his up until the time of his death. 
Would be about 50 years old today. 

legacy from AshworthA's will. 

Another friend mentioned in ArthurA's will wasi li4-----lsho was living at 

179 ihas some solicitors correspondence from 10/12/2001 stating that a 156 .has been removed as a 

,_._.__._.__._.__._., 
All the neices and nephews and i 154 :were Beneficiary's in the will and 155 was the main 
Beneficiary in the will. he did not have a lot of money left when he died. 
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